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Brand 
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The Ask
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We are creating an umbrella 
brand for a multi-venue hospitality 
development that:

Can grow beyond this initial location; a brand that's able to be  
both localized and efficiently scaled.

...and that makes money.

Is elevated, exciting, and progressive, but neutral enough to not alienate 
potential audience.

Creates a strong sense of place through an authentic brand that sparks a 
movement in the neighborhood it resides.
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Site & 
Context
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2902 Emmons Ave, 
Brooklyn, NY

Sheepshead Bay 

This development is proposed for a premiere 
water-front site in the Sheepshead Bay 
neighborhood, located on the most Southern 
end of Brooklyn, New York.

The site is located directly on the waterfront, overlooking 
Sheepshead Bay, which feeds out into the Atlantic Ocean 
and the rest of the world.
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Brooklyn's Gold Coast 

Once referred to lovingly as Brooklyn's 
French Riviera before the Hamptons were a 
thing.

New Yorkers flocked to Sheepshead Bay and its neighboring 
towns along a long swath of beach stretching from Coney 
Island to the far eastern end of Sheepshead Bay.

The area was dotted with fancy hotels, casinos, racetracks, 
and other rowdy, turn-of-the-century attractions.

Today, the area offers a mix of classic NYC haunts and local 
quirks, making residents proud and inspiring newcomers to 
stop and linger.

We have the distinct opportunity to bring the prideful "Gold 
Coast" of Brooklyn back to this slice of New York City, and 
to rethink the neighborhood's future.
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Competitive 
& Market 
Analysis
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Competitors 

There are currently 4 existing hotels within a 
5 mile radius of the site—all select or limited 
service with an ADR starting at around $150.

The primary guests of these hotels are transient guests 
passing through the city via JFK, or visitors to the local 
neighborhoods to see family, friends, etc. There are 
currently no lifestyle or higher-end brands in the market, 
despite the area being primed for both residential 
and commercial growth.

We will stand out by not being a "Hotel", but an experience 
where some guests just happen to spend the night (or day!)

Best Western Plus Brooklyn Bay Hotel

Comfort Inn

Apartment Ocean Plus

Best Western Brooklyn Coney Island
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Brand Analogs 
Brand Analogs are the brands we would want to come close 
to—and compete with in terms of experience and offering—
though they might not necessarily be in our market.

Higher ADR

Lower ADR

Select-Service Luxury

We propose working in this space, with a lower ADR than 
the luxury / lifestyle segments, but with a comparable 
offering that's unique in its own right.
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Case 
Study
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Lean into the site's historical context, but keep it fresh and 
relevant to your target audience.

Diversify your room typology away from standard suites, into 
rooms that are designed for groups and group bookings.

Offer exciting programming year round to engage the 
community and make guests feel "in the know".

The Asbury Hotel 

The Asbury Hotel in Asbury Park, NJ 
is a great example of how a hotel can 
revolutionize a highly-transient beach 
community, and transform it into a year-
round destination with good design, 
considered programming, and interesting 
F&B offerings—including a bowling alley 
and rooftop movie theatre!

The hotel runs an ADR of around $140 for a standard room 
and touts itself as a mash up of Asbury Park’s Victorian-
era, rock-n-roll present, and shiny new future. Concepted 
and managed by Salt Hotels—they've done a good job 
programming the spaces year round and designing room 
types that suit the getaway guest.
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Big Takeaways:

Rethink the neighborhood's future, but remember its past.

Be an experience, not just a "hotel". 

Offer a lower ADR than the luxury and lifestyle segments.

Translate the brand into a holistic brand experience through programming.

Offer flexible room types and bookings.

Position F&B and activations as reasons to visit.
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Target 
Audience
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Target Audience 
Given the range and supply of hotel accommodations and 
exciting happenings throughout New York City, it's important 
that we identify who exactly our target audience is and laser 
in on them so that we develop a strategy and concept(s) that 
meet(s) their wants and needs.

Prideful Locals

Easy-Going Tourists

Here-to-Party Groups

Curious Urbanites
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21 - 45 years old 
55 - 100k, some disposable income 
Older (35+) segment travels with children

They come from all over NYC, especially Brooklyn, and 
usually travel via the Subway—unless they're staying for the 
night or coming with a group, in which they might splurge 
on a car.

They're likely going to be mostly Millennial or Gen. Z-ers 
which means brand presence and authenticity are critical. 
They'll look for an experience over the traditional form of 
luxury, and will want food and drink experiences that offer 
them some sort of cultural significance or cache. They 
also like nightlife and are willing to travel for it if it means 
making a night of it.

Curious Urbanites 

These are the urban dwellers that live and/
or work in the city. They might stop in for 
the day to check the place out, stay for the 
night, or even make a weekend of it as a 
"staycation".
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21 - 55 years old 
55 - 150k, some disposable income 
Large groups, including some children or only adults

They come from all over New York City—and even the 
greater tristate area—and likely settled on our location by 
word of mouth, what they saw via a friend's social media, or 
in their research in coming up with ideas on where to host 
their event.

They've likely booked our hotel with a room block and chose 
the location because of it's all-in-one appeal—eat, drink, 
sleep, and play! They care less about the surrounding area 
so long as the hotel and its amenities offer what they need 
and more.

Here-to-Party Groups

We expect a large proportion of our guest 
mix to be from parties and large groups, 
for events such as birthdays, bachelor and 
bachelorette parties, weddings, and bar and 
bat mitzvahs.
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21 - 85 years old 
35 - 250k, some with lots of disposable income 
Young and/or established families with children

They come from Sheepshead Bay, across the footbridge 
from Manhattan Beach, or from Brighton Beach, The 
Rockaways, Gravesend, Gerritsen Beach, and Coney Island.

They take pride in their neighborhood and, though they 
might be slightly resistant to change, they are excited 
by new developments and attractions that add value to 
their neighborhood. They want both a new go-to and that 
"special occasion" spot.

While the local guest is an important one for the success 
of our property (especially year round), we do not want to 
design a hotel brand with a focus on them as a primary 
Target Audience. Rather, we will design a hotel brand and 
experience that meets the aspirations of our other Target 
Audiences.

Prideful Locals 

This audience is made up of all the locals  
in the area that have called Sheepshead  
Bay home for decades. They take a lot of 
pride in their roots and have seen their 
neighborhood transform over time, from  
the ups to the downs.
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25 -55 years old  
25 - 150k, some with disposable income 
Families with children, business travelers

They come from all over the US and the world, especially 
Europe and Asia in the summer months.

They are here to either see NYC or to visit friends and family 
in the neighborhood. They want an experience on the hotel 
side that's affordable, but still interesting and thoughtful. 
From the F&B, they want something they can check off the 
bucket list, and that will please the whole family.

Easy-Going Tourists 

This is the group that will be the easiest to 
please—they might have just so happened 
to book their stay just from knowing the 
hotel was in NYC and from judging by the 
pictures and rate. They're in vacay-mode and 
want to stay that way.
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F&B & 
Amenities
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The 
Opportunity
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Develop F&B programs worth traveling for. 
Programs that become not only institutions within the local neighborhood,  
but also for New York City.

Celebrate and bring back the heydays of "Brooklyn's Gold Coast" with  
offerings that balance sentiment and nostalgia with fresh ideas.

Create a hotel that's both an amenity for locals as much as it is a place  
to stay for tourists.

Think day-to-night with programming around the clock; and all year round.  
This isn't just a Summer fling.

We have the unique opportunity 
to re-imagine the Sheepshead 
Bay neighborhood through the 
following:
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The 
Spaces
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F&B Spaces 

Aside from the hotel, the property features 
multiple F&B and other lifestyle/amenity 
spaces. The total spaces being developed on 
the property include the following:

Lobby Bar

Marina

Restaurant & Restaurant Patio

Dock Grill

Night Club

Rooftop

Lobby

Terrace

Hotel (Floors 2-3)
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Lobby 

The Lobby is a place for coffee in the 
morning, and light snacks and drinks 
throughout the day and evening.

Open All-Day 
Serviced by the restaurant kitchen 
Coffee and drinks serviced from Lobby bar 
Potential for cocktail service on busier nights
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Lobby Bar 

The residential feeling "kitchen island"-
esque Lobby Bar is activated day to night, 
with coffee in the morning (available to-
go and to-stay), and drinks during the day 
and evening. Small bites are also available 
through the Lobby menu.

Open All-Day
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Restaurant 

The restaurant serves decidedly New 
American fare that's inspired by 
Mediterranean and coastal cuisines from 
around the world.

Open for Lunch and Dinner 
Potential for Weekend Brunch 
Breakfast "Bags" Available for Hotel Guests 
Full and Bar Service 
Patio Space Activated Seasonally
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Terrace

The terrace is for those easy, breezy days. 
Drinks flow freely, and snacks and bites  
are no fuss. Small plates designed to share 
are paired with a selection of refreshing 
cocktails and beverages, including an 
extensive rose list.

Open for All Day, Noon to Late 
Potential for Patio Activations (Live Music, etc.) 
Cocktail-Style Service
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Marina

The Marina brings an "on-the-boat" 
experience to the pier front, with thirst-
quenching wine, beer, and more session-
able cocktails to enjoy alongside a vast array 
of raw bar selections. 

Open Seasonally 
Live Shucking of Oysters from the "Raw Bar Boat"
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Dock Grill

The Dock Grill brings the sentiment of  
a backyard barbeque to the waterfront, with 
biergarten vibes and a no-shoes-no-problem 
attitude. 

Open Seasonally 
Open Grilling If Possible 
Potential for Beer Festivals, Music Events, etc. 
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Night Club

The Night Club is where the night comes to 
life at the Emmons Hotel. Gatsby-like vibes 
mix with Studio 54 energy. Quality libations 
keep the good times going in this fast-
paced, high-energy space.

Open at Night 
Bookable During the Day for Large Parties 
Guest DJ Sets 
Beverages Only
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Rooftop

The Rooftop is the ultimate destination on 
warm, sunny days. Sweeping views of the 
Atlantic, Manhattan, and greater Brooklyn 
can be taken in whilst enjoying fresh, bright 
Latin-esque flavors and beverages.

Activated Seasonally 
Bookable in the Evenings for Large Parties 
Yoga and Other Wellness Activations in the Mornings
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Seasonal 
Programming 
Thought-Starters
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In order to activate the property 
year-round and break through 
the seasonal barrier, we 
will need to develop smart 
strategies around programming 
and activations that engage our 
target guest 365 days a year.

Guided Local Tours of Brooklyn

Fishing Tours Wellness Pop-Up (The Well, Chillhouse, etc.)

Sailing Classes (Protected water!) Live Acoustic Sets in Lobby

Nearby Beach Excursions Bonfire Parties on Rooftop

Music Festivals on Terrace/Marina/Dock Grill

Oktoberfest at Dock Grill

Weekender Packages (Room + F&B + ___)

Sheepshead Bay Food Festival

Flea Market / Holiday Market

Ice Skating Rink

Weekender Packages (Room + F&B + ___)

Holiday Light Show

Jet Skies/Paddle Boards/Kayaking Dance Parties / DJ Sets in Night Club

Warm Season Cold Season
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Brand 
Identity
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Brand 
Hierarchy
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Terrace
I am going to go to the ___ at the Emmons Hotel. 
Let’s go to ___, the outdoor patio area at the 
Emmons Hotel.

Emmons Hotel 
(Hotel Umbrella Brand)

Emmons Hotel 
Sheepshead Bay
I am going to go stay at the 
Emmons Hotel. 
I am going to go to ___ at the 
Emmons Hotel.

Emmons Hotel 
Location 2

Emmons Hotel 
Location 3

Lobby
Let’s grab a drink at the Emmons Hotel.

Lobby Bar
I am going to go to ___ . 
It’s the little hidden bar inside the Emmons Hotel. 
In the morning, we serve coffee at ___.

Restaurant
I am going to go to ___ at the Emmons Hotel. 
I am going to ___. 
I am going to dinner at the Emmons Hotel.

Restaurant Patio
I am going to go dinner at __ and eat on the patio. 
Let's go have dinner on the patio at __, the restaurant 
at the Emmons Hotel.

Marina
I am going to go to the ___ at the Emmons Hotel. 
Let’s go to ___, the nautical-themed outdoor area at 
the Emmons Hotel that's right on the water.

Dock Grill
I am going to go to the ___ at the Emmons Hotel. 
Let’s go to ___, the on-the-dock outdoor area at the 
Emmons Hotel.

Night Club
I am going to go to the ___ at the Emmons Hotel. 
Let’s go to ___, the club/lounge at the Emmons 
Hotel.

Rooftop
I am going to go to the rooftop at the Emmons 
Hotel.

Outlet Brands
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Brand 
Narrative
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Pillar Words:

Our Brand experience is… But not…

Polished Embellished

Elemental Rustic

Sensuous Shallow

Laid-Back Careless

Year-Round Seasonal

Elevated Out-of-Reach
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Our Narrative 

We’ve imagined a brand that is sophisticated 
and elegant, but that feels natural and 
honest.

Our approach to Barefoot Luxury embodies every facet of 
the experience and enables our guests to interpret our brand 
for themselves—without the pressures of a traditional luxury 
experience. 

We aren’t strict about formalities, nor do we lean heavy into 
embellishments or frills. We’re about bringing the purest, 
rawest form of delight forward, and loosing the rest. We 
celebrate that instinctive pleasure in being human.

Barefoot 
Luxury
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General visual keys:
Luxury has been redefined by the search  
of authenticity and the attention for details.
A collective shift in consumer values and behavior began several years ago when authenticity, sustainability, 
and simplicity started to emerge as new drivers of consumer demand.

Soothing elements.
Patterns will shift to more visually soothing elements while textures will shift to heavy fabrics like velvet. More 
natural materials, warmer tones, and neutral colors will be used by designers.

Authentic experiences.
Storytelling will be integrated throughout design that’s aimed at creating authentic experiences. Mixing and 
matching different contemporary styles will help with the storytelling that will provide guests, especially 
millennials, with the fresh and engaging experiences that they seek.

Function should dictate form-less.
Ditching the flashy designs and embracing stripped down and organic clean designs.
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Hotel 
Naming
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Simple to say, but still interesting.
Words that are spelled-out in a phonetic way are best for hotel brands given the diverse set of guests  
the brand might attract. Names like “Standard” and “Moxy” are easy to read and say (and remember!),  
whereas words like “Marquee” are difficult to pronounce, which could cause confusion—though it should be 
said that some confusion could be a good thing—an “in the know” sort of cultural dynamic.

Contains layers of story, and straddle the 
buckets.
A name shouldn’t be too specific to either bucket of our process and should leave a little (or a lot of) room for 
interpretation for guests to mirror their own identity onto the brand. On top of that, we want a name that has 
a multitude of potential angles to its interpretation. It should be able to convey a layered, dynamic, and rich 
message. Brand names like “Ace” or even “Acne” do this well.

Is site-agnostic (to some degree).
Given that this brand needs to be scalable, the name that we land on needs to be able to flex across a 
multitude of locations and not be too site-specific. Names that overtly tie the brand to the historical context 
of the site and its location are worth considering, but might be less flexible when it comes time to scale. An 
exception to this rule is a name like “Hoxton”, which was named for a neighborhood of the brand’s original 
location but that has taken on an identity of its own.

The chosen naming accomplishes 
the following (aside from passing 
legal-vetting):
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Emmons
Emmons is named after the avenue at which the 
development site sits. This stretch of prime waterfront land  
is home to where much of the neighborhoods storied past 
and revolutions began—from the famous Lundy's and 
Tappan's Restaurants to once being known as "Millionaires 
Row". Emmons has always been the social hub of 
Sheepshead Bay—something we hope to mirror with this 
brand by bringing the next phase of excitement and allure to 
the avenue.
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Visual keys:

Historic origins (medieval/old english)

Open compositions, an inviting space, leaving 
something to imagination.

Asymmetrical, bespoke and alive unlike 
structured, rigid and planned.

Emulate a classic feel

Elegant but modest

Social Hub - Gathering Space

Togetherness
Humanistic approach

Historic components.

Nostalgic elements to invoke the past

Discreet luxury

Old-style fonts with modern sharp edges.

Artistic typography to enhance visual story
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Brand 
Structure
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Typefaces
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Fino Sans Regular

Contax 75 Bold

Sheila Bold
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Opturepudam doloris

Ficium quisqua menimi, quossed ut dolut utectatem 
aborepudit, consed entiur seque vid mod esciis re  
doloria denimincid quas am ero intotat quasper chicium 
liquibus et lam quo con es modit ut latur si si adiciliae.

Ficium quisqua menimi, quossed ut dolut utectatem aborepudit, consed  
entiur seque vid mod esciis re doloria denimincid quas am ero intotat  
quasper chicium liquibus et lam quo con es modit ut latur si si adiciliae.  
Ut am quiberum rae nonecta tibearum eraesci metume serchit endus elit  
mos est, toritiatem quatur abo. Optat opturepudam qui doloris mod  
moloriasperi ut doloriatem audigent officab ipsum ra veressequae dolup 
exeruptat errum intur.

Thank You.

Title  
Contax 45 Light (24 pt)

Subtitle  
Contax 45 Light (14 pt)

Body Copy  
Contax 45 Light (10 pt)

Additional  
Sheila Regular (24 pt)
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Color 
Palette
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Earthy Tones
Inspired by the global community, these colors are bold, 
uninhibited, optimistic and carefree. The colors are ageless, 
have a good dose of humor and playfulness and are not 
overly complicated. 

They are a mixture or tonalities of browns and tans, which 
can include richer colors containing some brown, such as 
orange, red, green, yellow, purple, and blue. Earth tones are 
also considered to be more appealing and functional and 
tend to be perceived as warm, reassuring, and settling.

Friendly, contemporary, and inviting, earth tones are most 
commonly used in areas that are frequented a lot, such as 
living rooms and family rooms, since they often provide a 
warming and inviting mood that does not agitate individuals 
and does not make the room somber.

The right mixture of earth tones has the power to create a 
utopian environment.
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CMYK: 3 · 19 · 30 · 0 
RGB: 232 · 198 · 169 
HEX: E8C6A9

PMS 726 U PMS 159 U PMS 296 U PMS 7406 U PMS 691 U PMS 5743 U
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CMYK: 0 · 62 · 100 · 7 
RGB: 201 · 113 · 70 
HEX: C97146

CMYK: 100 · 59 · 15 · 61 
RGB: 67 · 80 · 96 
HEX: 435060

CMYK: 0 · 16 · 100 · 1 
RGB: 241 · 184 · 40 
HEX: F1B828

CMYK: 0 · 14 · 4 · 0 
RGB: 241 · 211 · 213 
HEX: F1D3D5

CMYK: 49 · 29 · 80 · 50 
RGB: 99 · 106 · 81 
HEX: 636A51
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Brand 
Application
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HOTEL

Sheepshead Bay
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Materials 
& Finishes
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Raw Materials and 
Finishes
The trend for natural materials directly links to the end-user 
initiated trend for authenticity. Natural materials and textures 
are helping to create a holistic and calming environment 
which link to our origins. They provide depth of detail, offer 
environmental benefits, and as society gravitates towards 
more eco-friendly lifestyles, people are more ecologically 
conscious and knowledgeable than ever before. 
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